
Winter Outlook 

 

The current thinking is that a “weak” El Niño is developing in the Pacific Ocean, and 

will last through the upcoming winter. But, what does this actually mean for the 

Tulsa area? 

The official outlook from the Climate Prediction Center calls for a shift in odds for 

above normal temperatures for Dec-Feb, but a vague “Equal Chances” for above, 

near or below normal precipitation.  This outlook does lean heavily on historic El 

Niño patterns across the U.S. during the winter, but remember that the existence of 

El Niño means a “tilt in the odds” toward particular temperature or precipitation 

anomalies.  These anomalies are never guaranteed, which is why climate outlooks 

are always probabilistic, as is pretty much everything else in the weather business. 

If we were to look more specifically at “weak” El Niño winters in the Tulsa area, we 

do see a few interesting trends (there have only been 10 such events documented 

since 1950, so use with caution).  First off, while the odds do favor warmer overall 

average temperature, they actually favor warmer low temperatures but colder high 

temperatures.  The implication here might be an increase in the number of cloudy 

days. 

As for precipitation and, the question I am sure is on everyone’s mind, snowfall . . . 

past weak El Niños alone favor below normal rainfall, but above normal snowfall! 

Strange, but true.  The trend has been for more days with an inch or more of snow 

in Tulsa during similar events despite the trend of below normal precipitation.  It 

seems to come down to the simple fact that a higher percentage of precipitation 

events during weak El Niño winters are snow vs. rain (or that other freezing stuff 

that we won’t discuss).  It should also be pointed out that Tulsa’s average annual 

snowfall is only about 10 inches, so two good snowstorms can easily put us over the 

top. 

Finally, and just for fun, should you need further clarification, you can always take a 

look at some Persimmon seeds (spoon shape = heavy wet snow; fork = powdery 

snow, mild winter; Knife = icy, cutting winds), look for a narrow orange band on the 

wooly bear caterpillar (implies snowy winter), or check out the “bushiness” of the 

squirrel’s tails (bushier = colder). It might make for some fun comparisons once 

spring finally gets here! 


